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Message from the rector... 

With a term full of challenges it is important to celebrate the positive aspects of this second     
lockdown and continue to remember that throughout it all our young people have much to be 
proud of. 

Here is our last Celebration of Success newsletter before the Easter break and what better way to 
end the term than a collection of work from our pupils across a range of subjects.  It is incredible 
to see such a high standard of work so neatly presented.  The range of skills across all subjects 
reminds us that our pupils are extremely talented, creative and imaginative and this is truly             
reflected in this edition.  Well done to all contributors and well done to all of our students for being 
able to sustain this quality of work throughout this term.  Please enjoy the examples of work     
presented and I am sure you will agree how amazing it is.   

We look forward to welcoming our pupils back after Easter so that we can share more examples 
of their efforts across term 4.   
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Robert Ferguson 
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S1 German have continued to show a very high level of             
engagement in their learning.  These hotel adverts are some    
examples of work produced at the end of the current unit looking 
at home environment.  Pupils have successfully managed to         
re-use and adapt vocabulary and structures learned through this 
unit about home environment, in a different context to design 
their own hotel. 
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Humanities Department 

Findlay Clarke and Jayden Davie in S2 for sending in excellent work every week without fail. 
 
Siena Clarke in S2 for submitting an excellent piece of work on the Rwandan Genocide Survivor story. 
 
Amy Noble in S2 for high quality and beautifully presented work every week.   
 
Rory Cameron, Ben Palmer and Holly McWilliam for completing all the People and Society work to a high standard. 
 
Callum Goodall, Marc McHardy, Naomi Barclay, Alexander Wills, Alexander Shand and Ryan Morrison in S3 for          
submitting Geography work every week on time. 
 
Holly McWilliam for scoring 100% in 2 National 5 geography assessments. 

 

Millie Addison (S3) who enthusiastically tackled her whole unit on the civil war to an excellent standard.   
 

Rhys Lelej (S1) for putting in a lot of effort on his work every week and scoring the highest in the recent assessment on 
democracy in Scotland. 
 
Freya Ferguson and Shane MacDonald (Seniors) for consistent effort and acting on feedback to improve their essay 
work.   
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WELL DONE EVERYONE! 

These were just four of the 

many excellent story boards 

about The Jewish Holocaust        

submitted for the Genocide 

Unit 



Well Done Mr Akoubs’s Modern Studies Pupils! 



ASN Department 

Pupils in the ASN Department have been busy working hard, both remotely and in the ASN hub.  Here are some 

of the activities that the hub pupils have been involved in.  We have been very proud of how everyone has 

adapted to the distance and blended learning.  Staff would like to give a particular shout out to Connor McRae 

who has kept the hub staff smiling with his positive attitude, Jayden Davie who hasn’t missed an assignment and 

Cameron Shand who, with the help of mum has been doing his daily maths work at home.  Well done everyone 

and we are looking forward to seeing everyone after the holidays 

PE Department 



Lots of pupils took part in World Book Day activities posted online by the Library. 
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World Book Day 

Writing three word stories proved very popular with pupils at Keith Grammar 
School for World Book Day. Here are submissions from KGS pupils. Well done 
to all those who took part.  

Career Ready Graduation 

Congratulations to three S6 pupils Sarah Green, Gemma Gerrie and Rebecca Geddes who have successfully          
completed the career ready program. They have shown great perseverance and determination to complete the    
program, which looked very different (due to the pandemic) to the one they signed up to. We look forward to  
watching the career paths of these motivated young ladies and hope that they find lots of use for the things they 
have learnt through Career Ready.  


